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Abstract 

 
High-lift systems have a major influence on the sizing, economics, and safety of most transport airplane 
configurations. Even a small increase in high-lift system performance can make a big difference in the 
profitability of the aircraft. The added mechanical complexity due to high-lift systems tends to reduce 
increased payload benefits because of added weight and maintenance costs. A better understanding of high 
lift flows is needed to continue increasing the performance of high-lift systems while decreasing their 
complexity. The present work deals with aerodynamic analysis on Airbus A380 high-lift wing system, 
containing multi-element airfoil with trailing edge flap and leading edge slat. Three flight phases viz., takeoff, 
cruising and landing are analyzed in both 2D and 3D for lift and drag coefficients. CFD Analysis using 
ANSYS LUENT 14.0 are performed at various angles of attack, flap angles and slat positions. Effect of flap 
and slat on lift and drag coefficients on A380 are quantified. During landing, effect of spoilers on lift and drag 
coefficients are also studied. 
 
Keywords: High Lift devices, Slat, Aerodynamics, CFD, Airbus A380  
 
1. Introduction 
 

A larger wing will provide more lift and reduce takeoff and landing distance, but will increase drag 
during cruising flight and thereby lead to lower than optimum fuel economy; while a smaller wing though 
gives fuel economy in cruising, cannot produce enough lift for shorter takeoff and landing distances. High-lift 
devices are used to smooth out the differences between the two goals, allowing use of an efficient cruising 
wing, and adding lift for takeoff and landing. In aircraft design, high-lift devices are moving surfaces or 
stationary components (like flaps and slats) intended to increase lift during certain flight conditions. 

 In contrast to a single wing which is a simply connected geometry, high-lift systems containing 
leading-edge and trailing-edge devices which are separated from the main wing element by small gaps (slots). 
For realistic 3D configurations, these devices often extend only partially across the span and lie in close 
proximity to structural elements such as supporting brackets, engines and pylons. 

High-lift wing aerodynamics is strongly influenced by the effects on and requirements of other 
disciplines, mainly systems and structures. The final wing solution is therefore the best achievable compromise 
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between the requirements from all interacting disciplines, which has to be developed as an iterative design 
process. In takeoff, for a reduction of the total takeoff distance, ground acceleration distance has to be 
minimized whereas climb rate has to be maximized. The influence of the aerodynamic characteristics of the 
configuration is described by the lift to drag ratio. For a minimum takeoff distance, lift has to be maximized, 
while drag and wing loading have to be minimized. In landing, for a minimum total landing distance the 
approach angle has to be maximized and the deceleration distance on ground has to be minimized. Therefore 
the lift to drag ratio in contrast to the takeoff configuration has to be low. 

The design of multi-element high-lift systems for aircraft has become increasingly important. Where 
early attention was mostly focused on maximum lift requirements to satisfy the high cruise wing loading needs 
of jet transport aircraft while retaining acceptable takeoff and landing distances, more recently the attention has 
turned to reducing the complexity and weight of the high-lift systems for given maximum lift levels. Multi-
element a typical jet transport because (i) they are time consuming to design and test, (ii) their flows, geometry, 
and actuation and support systems are complex, (iii) they are heavy, (iv) have a high part count, and (v) are 
maintenance intensive. According to Rudolph [1] an aircraft’s high-lift system accounts between 6% to 11% of 
the production cost of a typical jet transport system. Importance of high-lift systems for a generic large twin 
engine transport is presented by Meredith [2]: 
(i) An increase in maximum lift coefficient of 1.0% translates into an increase in payload of 22 passengers or  
     4400 lb for a fixed approach speed on landing. 
(ii)   An improvement in lift-to-drag ratio of 1.0% during takeoff translates into an increase in payload of 14   
        passengers or 2800 lb for a given range. 
(iii) A shift of ∆�� = 0.10 of the lift curve in the linear range results in a 1o reduction in attitude for a given   
       glide slope angle. This allows a reduction in required landing gear height of 14 inch for a given tail strike  
       attitude angle and a decrease in weight of 1400 lb. 
 This example demonstrates that relatively small changes in the aerodynamic performance of the high 
lift system can produce large payoffs in airplane weight and performance. This sensitivity of airplane weight 
and performance to small changes in high-lift aerodynamics in combination with the large impact of high-lift 
systems on airplane cost explains why high-lift systems and their aerodynamic characteristics remain in the 
forefront of aerospace research. While designing high-lift systems, attention should also be paid to the 
associated mechanical and cost problems since a multi-element high-lift system must be as simple and 
economical as possible while meeting the required aerodynamic performance levels. 
 Flaps are a movable portion of the rear wing that can be lowered into the airflow to produce extra lift. 
Its purpose is to reshape the wing section into one with a more camber. Some flap designs also increase the 
wing chord when deployed, increasing the wing area to help produce more lift. They shorten takeoff and 
landing distances by lowering the stall speed and increasing drag. Extending flaps increases drag, which can be 
beneficial during approach and landing, because it slows the aircraft. 
 Slat is a small aerofoil shaped device in front of the wing leading edge. Slat redirects airflow at the 
front of the wing, allowing it to flow more smoothly over the upper surface at a high angle of attack. This 
allows wing to be operated effectively at higher angles of attack required to produce more lift. Slats are 
aerodynamic surfaces on leading edge of the wings of fixed-wing aircraft which, when deployed, allows the 
wing to operate at a higher angle of attack. A higher coefficient of lift is produced as a result of angle of attack 
and speed, so by deploying slats an aircraft can fly at slower speeds, or takeoff and land in shorter distances. 
They are usually used while landing or performing maneuvers which take the aircraft close to stall, but are 
usually retracted in normal flight to minimize drag. 
 The effect of downstream flap on the immediate upstream main airfoil can be modeled by placing a 
vortex near the trailing edge such that it leads to a rise in velocity on both upper and lower surfaces. Thus the 
presence of the flap leads to enhanced circulation and, therefore, higher lift. 
 The effect of upstream slat on immediate downstream main airfoil can qualitatively determined by 
modeling slat as a vortex. The slat (vortex) acts to reduce the velocity along the edge of the boundary layer on 
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the upper surface and has the opposite effect on the lower surface. For a well-designed slat/main-wing 
combination it results in a slight rise in lift coefficient. 
 With a typical multi-element airfoil, the boundary layer that develops in the adverse pressure gradient 
of the slat, reaches the trailing edge in an unseparated state, and then leaves the trailing edge forming a wake. 
The slat wake continues to develop in the adverse pressure gradient over the main airfoil; but for well-designed 
multi-element airfoil the slot is sufficiently wide for the slat wake and main airfoil boundary layer to remain 
separate, likewise the wake of the main airfoil and flap boundary layer. It is perfectly possible for the flow 
within the wakes to decelerate to such an extent in the downstream adverse pressure gradient that reversed flow 
occurs in the wake. This gives rise to stall, immediately destroying any beneficial effect. For well-designed 
cases it appears that the wake flows can withstand adverse pressure gradients to a far greater degree than 
attached boundary layers. Accordingly, flow reversal and wake breakdown are usually avoided. Consequently, 
for a multi-element airfoil the total deceleration (or recovery) of the velocity along the edge of the boundary 
layer can take place in stages. In this way multi-element airfoil can withstand much greater overall velocity 
ratio or pressure difference than a comparable single-element airfoil. 

 
Figure 1: Aerodynamic Effects on a High-Lift Wing 

  
Figure 2: Effect of Flap and Slat on CL  

 
Fig 1 shows aerodynamic effects occurring on a high-lift wing. Fig 2 illustrates the effect of flap and slat on 

wing’s lift coefficient (CL). A leading-edge device such as a slat, increases the stall angle of attack, where as a 
trailing edge device such as a single-slotted Fowler flap, produces an upward shift in the lift curve. The 
aerodynamic performance of multi-element wings is very sensitive to small variations in the gap size and the 
overlap between the various elements. This in combination with the fact that the system has to perform well for 
a wide range of flap settings (light take off, heavy take off, landing) and the large aerodynamic loads generated 
by the various elements makes the support and actuation of the high-lift elements quite complicated.  

 
2. Literature Review 
 

Multi-element airfoils are not a new idea. The basic concept dates back to the early days of aviation 
with the work of Handley Page in Britain and Lachmann in Germany. Nature also exploits the concept in the 
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wings of birds. In many species a group of small feathers, attached to the thumb-bone and known as the alula, 
acts as a slat.  A.M.O Smith’s classic Wright Brothers Lecture [3] started the ‘modern’ era of high-lift.  

Valarezo et al. has published a number of experimental investigations of three-element airfoils. His 
papers have been dedicated to slat and flap positioning [4] as well as some work on flow scale effects [5]. Chin 
et al. has provided some of the most detailed high-lift flow measurements in his measurements of the flow over 
a three-element airfoil [6]. This work has proved extremely useful to CFD code validation. An innovative, 
high-lift concept is presented by Storms and Ross [7] in their investigation of lift enhancing tabs on multi-
element airfoils. Horton [8] dedicates his paper to the physics of high-lift flow separation. 

Nakayama et.al. [9] experiments describes accurate and comprehensive measurements of the highly 
complex flow field around a realistic multi-element airfoil. Its boundary-layer system is based on the 
measurements reveals that (a) Slat and slot act to reduce flow speed over the main airfoil. (b) Wake from the 
slot does not interact strongly with the boundary layer on the main aerofoil before reaching the trailing edge of 
the latter. (c) Wake from the main aerofoil and boundary layer from the flap also remain separate entities. 

C.P. van Dam [10] extended paper which discusses all aspects of design of multi-element high-lift. 
Also the book by Roger Schaufele [11] provides observations regarding impact of various configuration 
choices on high-lift design. References [12-17] describes the aerodynamic design of high-lift wings on civilian 
transport aircraft, which are very pertinent to this work. Ramesh Nallavelli [18] in his thesis has evaluated lift 
performance on 2D multi-element NACA 23015 airfoil using Fluent. In it k-ϵ turbulence model showed more 
accurate results compared to Spalart-Allaramas and inviscid models. 

 
3. 2D CFD Analysis on A380 Wing Root Section  
 
3.1 Pre-Processsing 
 
 Airbus A380 is a double-deck, wide-body, four-engine jet airliner manufactured by Airbus. It is the 
largest civilian transport aircraft with a payload of 575 tonnes (853 passengers) requires the use of high lift 
devices like flaps and slats.  
 The objective of this paper is to quantify the effect of flap and slat in giving extra lift during takeoff 
and landing conditions.  To determine this, several 3D CFD analyses of the entire wing with flap and slat in 
both closed and open positions are to be performed. But before performing directly time-consuming 3D CFD 
analyses, it is better to do 2D CFD analyses on a single wing-section (root), as it is much quicker and easier.  

� Root Chord Length (c): 17.67 m � Taper Ratio: 0.26 
� Mid1 Chord Length@z = 7.929 m: 13.28 m � Wing Sweep: 33.5o 
� Mid2 Chord Length@z = 22.3814 m: 8.12 m � Slat Chord Length: 16% c 
� Tip Chord Length = 3.98 m � Flap Chord Length: 30% c 
� Wing Area = 845.417 m2 � Aspect Ratio: 7.5 

Table 1: Airbus A380 Specifications Used in this Work 
 
Of the 3 flight conditions viz., takeoff, cruising, landing 
(i)   During Takeoff to get maximum lift, flap is opened below to a relatively lower angle (10o-20o). Also to  
       increase lift a high angle of attack without causing stall, slat is also opened.  
(ii)  During Cruising, since minimum drag is required for increasing fuel economy, both slat & flap are closed. 
(iii) During Landing, to get more drag, flap is opened below to a relatively larger angle (>30o). But this creates  
       a large lift which is undesirable in landing. Slat is also opened to increase the drag. To reduce the larger lift  
       generated by opening the flap and slat, spoilers are raised up to destroy the flow and thereby reduce lift.  
Fig 4 shows flap and slat configurations during cruising, takeoff and landing. “Clean” airfoil is used in cruising 
(SCFC); during takeoff, flap is opened below to 16o and slat is opened below to 16o (SOFO); and during 
landing flap is opened below to 34o and slat is opened below to 16o (SOFO). 
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Figure 4: A380 Flap and Slat Configurations at Different Flight Conditions 

 
 To create 2D geometry in ANSYS DesignModeler, airfoil coordinates at root section are obtained by 
multiplying non-dimensionalized SC20610 (NASA 2nd generation airfoil used in A380; same is used for all 
sections and flap) data coordinates by root chord length. To cut flap and slat portions of airfoil, intermediate 
curve are created using splines in ANSYS and points are extracted from these curves. Flap, Slat translations 
and rotations are obtained by applying transformation equations to slat and flap points. 
(i) Flap Transformation equations with translation by (xoff, yoff) and rotation by θ. 

� = 	
�� � �� cos � � � sin � � �� � ������ 
� = 	���� � �� sin � � � cos ��						� 	���� = 0	 

(ii) Slat Transformation equations with translation by (xoff, yoff) and rotation by ϕ. 

� � 	
�� cos! � � sin !� � ����� 

� � 	
�� sin! � � cos!� � ����� 
where for flap, xoff = 11.75% c, yoff = 0, θ (FA) = 16o; for slat, xoff = -7.57% c, yoff = -6.13% c, ϕ (SA) = +16o; 
Mesh Domain:  Leading edge = 0.5*c, Trailing edge = 2*c, Top Surface = 1*c, Bottom Surface = 1*c; Fig 5 
shows 2D mesh around airfoil with slat and flap open zoomed around airfoil. 
 
To perform CFD analysis, following specifications are given in Fluent 14.0. 
(i) Velocity of A380: Takeoff = 280 km/h, Cruising = 900 km/h, Landing = 275 km/h. 
(ii) Turbulence Model: Standard k-ε (2-eqn) is used as suggested in Reference [34]. 
(iii) Air Properties Used: Sea Level (SL) properties for takeoff & landing, High Altitude of 11430 m (HA) 
properties for cruising.  
� Temperature  = 15oC (SL) , -56.35 oC (HA) � Density  = 1.225 (SL), 0.34 kg/m3(HA) 
� Pressure = 101,325 (SL), -80, 148 Pa (HA) � Dynamic Viscosity = 1.783x10-5(SL), 1.42x10-5 kg/ms(HA) 
(iv) Angle of Attack (α): To specify angle of attack, use Vx = Vcosα and Vy = Vsinα. 
(v) Boundary Conditions are: (1) Velocity Inlet at Vx, Vy at left edge (2) Pressure Outlet at Atmospheric   
      Pressure at right edge (3) Free Surfaces at top and bottom edges.  
 

 
Figure 5: 2D Mesh of Airfoil with Flap and Slat Open (Zoomed) 
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3.2 Results & Conclusions 
 
3.2.1 Takeoff 
 
A total of 19 2D CFD Fluent analyses are conducted and Table 2 lists the conditions along with corresponding 
CL and CD values. 
 

2D Analysis 

Analysis 

No. 
Aircraft 

Condition Flap Slat AOA 

Flap 

Angle CL CD 

1 Takeoff Closed Closed 0 0 4.64 0.11 

2 Takeoff Closed Closed 8.53 0 7.86 -0.17 

3 Takeoff Closed Closed 15 0 10.21 -0.59 

4 Takeoff Closed Closed 20 0 12.82 -1.16 

5 Takeoff Closed Closed 25 0 14.4 -1.65 

6 Takeoff Open Closed 0 16 24.16 0.86 

7 Takeoff Open Closed 8.53 16 26.55 0.05 

8 Takeoff Open Closed 15 16 27.24 -0.63 

9 Takeoff Open Closed 20 16 26.6 -0.99 

10 Takeoff Open Open 0 16 21.57 0.87 

11 Takeoff Open Open 8.53 16 25.01 0.07 

12 Takeoff Open Open 15 16 26.95 -0.79 

13 Takeoff Open Open 20 16 28.1 -1.6 

14 Takeoff Open Open 25 16 29.62 2.63 

15 Takeoff Open Open 30 16 30.62 -3.74 

16 Takeoff Open Open 35 16 31.2 -4.89 

17 Takeoff Open Open 40 16 19.24 -3.84 

18 Cruising  Closed Closed 8.53 0 0.017 -0.0003 

19 Landing Open Open 8.53 34 28.11 1.25 

Table 2: 2D Analysis Conditions and CL and CD Values 
 

Fig 6 shows CL vs. AOA at Takeoff in 2D.  From Table 2, following points can be observed. 
(i)   Maximum Lift Coefficient (CL-max) occurs for SCFC  (CL-max = 14.40@AOA25o, FA0o, SA0o, #5); 
       for SCFO (CL-max = 27.24@AOA15o, FA16o, SA0o); SOFO (CL-max = 31.20@AOA35o, FA16o, SA16o). 
(ii) The impact of flap can be seen in the significant increase in CL between SCFC (CL-max = 14.40@AOA25o, 
       FA0o, SA0o, #5) and SCFO (CL-max = 27.24@AOA15o, FA16o, SA0o, #8). Thus lowering flap reduced 
       Critical AOA from 25o to 15o. 
(iii) CL is reduced in SOFO (25.01 @AOA8.53o, FA16o, SA16o) compared SCFO (26.55@AOA8.53o, FA16o,  
       SA0o) at low AOA (<15o). Opening slat disturbs development of smooth flow accounts for it.  
(iv) However at higher AOA (>15o), CL in SOFO (28.10@AOA20o, FA16o, SA16o) is higher than SCFO  
        (26.60@AOA20o, FA16o, SA0o).  
(v) The effect of slat is to increase the Critical AOA in this case from 15o (SCFO 27.24@AOA15o, 
       FA16o, SA0o) to 35o (SOFO 31.20@AOA35o, FA16o, SA16o). 
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Figure 6: CL vs. AOA at Takeoff in 2D 

 
3.2.2 Cruising 
 
 At cruising condition, CL is (0.0169@AOA8.53o, FA0o, SA0o) and corresponding CD is  -0.0003.  
CD obtained at cruising is much lesser than at takeoff and landing.  
 
3.2.3 Landing 
 
 At landing condition, CL is (28.11@AOA8.53o, FA34o, SA16o) and corresponding CD is 1.25. 
Comparing landing CL (28.11@AOA8.53o, FA34o, SA16o) with takeoff CL (25.01@AOA8.53o, FA16o, SA16o) 
indicates that they both are in the same range. This is much higher lift which is not desired during landing.  

 
4. 3D ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 Pre-Processsing 
 
 Compute x- and y- coordinates for the given configuration of the airfoil by scaling the non-
dimensionalized SC20610 airfoil data by appropriate chord length at that section, and then by translating and 
rotating the flap and slat to the required positions. Note that flap exists from root-section only upto mid2-
section and not till the tip-section, whereas slat exists over the whole span i.e., from root-section to tip-section.  
 
Mesh Domain:  
(i)   Spanwise: Mesh starts from the root section and extends by 10%*c extra from the tip-section. Its length is  
       36.305 + 0.1 (17.67) = 38.072 m. 
(ii)  Chordwise: Mesh starts at 0.5*c (8.835 m) before the leading edge, and ends at 1.5*c (26.505 m) after the  
       leading edge. 
(iii) Height/Depthwise: Mesh starts at 0.25*c (4.4175 m) above the horizontal-plane and ends at 0.25*c   
       (4.4175m) below the horizontal-plane. 
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Figure 7: Tetrahedral mesh of the 3D wing with flap and slat open. 

 
4.2 Results & Conclusions 
 
4.2.1 Takeoff 
 
A total of 19 3D CFD Fluent analyses are conducted and Table 3 lists the conditions along with corresponding 
CL and CD values. 
 

3D Analysis 

Analysis 

No. 
Aircraft 

Condition Flap Slat AOA 

Flap 

Angle CL CD 

1 Takeoff Closed Closed 8.53 0 108.7 2.51 

2 Takeoff Closed Closed 15 0 121.7 2.52 

3 Takeoff Closed Closed 20 0 136 2.4 

4 Takeoff Closed Closed 25 0 142.9 2.08 

5 Takeoff Closed Closed 30 0 143 1.64 

6 Takeoff Closed Closed 35 0 142.4 1.25 

7 Takeoff Open Closed 8.53 16 212.3 13.98 

8 Takeoff Open Closed 15 16 216 14.09 

9 Takeoff Open Closed 20 16 215.1 13.96 

10 Takeoff Open Closed 25 16 214.4 12.46 

11 Takeoff Open Closed 30 16 189.2 11.52 

12 Takeoff Open Closed 35 16 152.1 10.07 

13 Takeoff Open Open 8.53 16 340.7 17.99 

14 Takeoff Open Open 15 16 348.2 17.22 

15 Takeoff Open Open 20 16 350.1 16.36 

16 Takeoff Open Open 25 16 322.8 16.43 

17 Takeoff Open Open 30 16 292.9 15.45 

18 Cruising  Closed Closed 8.53 0 0.96 0.02 

19 Landing  Open(below) Open 8.53 34 492.3 37.2 

Table 3: 2D Analysis Conditions and CL and CD Values 
 
Fig 8 shows CL vs. AOA at Takeoff in 3D.  From Table 3, following points can be observed. 
(i) The impact of flap can be seen in the significant increase in CL between SCFC (CL-max = 142.98@AOA30o,  
      FA0o, SA0o, #5) and SCFO (CL-max = 215.96@AOA15o, FA16o, SA0o, #8). Thus lowering flap reduced  
      Critical AOA from 30o to 15o. In fact at all AOA, CL for SCFO are higher than CL for SCFC at same AOA. 
(ii) CL in SOFO (CL-max = 350.08@AOA20o, FA16o, SA16o) is higher than SCFO (CL-max = 215.96@AOA15o,  
       FA16o, SA0o). The effect of slat is to increase the Critical AOA in this case from 15o to 20o.  
From both 2D and 3D analyses, it can be inferred that  
(i)  When flap is lowered, it increases the effective angle of attack and generates increased lift. The effect of   
      flap on CL curve is to offset it in vertical direction.  
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(ii) An aircraft with slat can takeoff at higher AOA without loosing lift by delaying stalling. This is the main  
      purpose of putting a slat, which enables the aircraft to generate higher lift during takeoff. High lift during  
      takeoff not only helps to increase the payload at takeoff, but also reduces the runway length, which is also a  
      very significant criteria when the aircraft needs to operate in existing runways.  
 

 
Figure 8: CL vs. AOA at Takeoff in 3D 

 
3.2.2 Cruising 
 
 At cruising condition, CL is (0.955@AOA8.53o, FA0o, SA0o) and corresponding CD is 0.019. CD 
obtained at cruising is much lesser than at takeoff and landing. This is necessary for optimum fuel economy 
since an aircraft spends majority of its time in cruising condition. 
  

3.2.3 Landing 
 
 CL is (492.32@AOA8.53o, FA34o, SA16o) and corresponding CD is 37.20. Comparing landing CL 
(492.32@ AOA8.53o, FA34o, SA16o) with takeoff CL (340.66 AOA8.53o, FA16o, SA16o) indicates that it is 
much higher and this is not desirable for landing. 
   

5. Landing Analysis 
  
 From Airbus data, A380 flap angle during landing is 34o below. And at this flap angle, the lift 
coefficient is found to be very high. But at landing lift should be negative for the aircraft to get down and stay 
on the ground.  
 
5.1. Flap Angle Variation Analysis & Conclusions 
 
 To see the variation of lift and drag coefficients (CL, CD) with respect to flap angle, 2D analyses are 
done at various flap angles (FA 32o, 34o, 36o, 40o, 46o) whose results are shown in Table 7-1. 
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2D Landing Analysis 

Analysis 

No. 
Aircraft 

Condition Flap Slat AOA 

Flap 

Angle CL CD 

20 Landing Open(below) Open 8.53 32 28.9 1.49 

19 Landing Open(below) Open 8.53 34 28.11 1.25 

21 Landing Open(below) Open 8.53 36 27.82 1.65 

22 Landing Open(below) Open 8.53 40 27.96 1.83 

23 Landing Open(below) Open 8.53 46 29.12 1.93 

Table 4: CL and CD Variation w.r.t. Flap Angle 
 
From Table 4, it can be observed that minimum lift coefficient (CL-min) occurs at 36o flap angle while A380 
uses 34o as flap angle during landing. 

 
5.2 Negative Angle of Attack and Slat Open vs. Closed Analysis & Conclusions 
 
 During landing, the minimum angle of attack is -4o. To determine CL and CD at  AOA-4o, two 2D 
analyses are done, one with slat closed (#25) and other with slat opened (#26). Also to check the effect of slat 
closed at AOA8.53o, another analysis (#24) is done. These results are shown in Table 5. 
 

2D Landing Analysis 

Analysis 

No. 
Aircraft 

Condition Flap Slat AOA 

Flap 

Angle CL CD 

24 Landing Open(below) Closed 8.53 34 39.11 1.17 

19 Landing Open(below) Open 8.53 34 28.11 1.25 

25 Landing Open(below) Closed -4 34 34.64 2.63 

26 Landing Open(below) Open -4 34 22.9 2.19 

Table 5: CL and CD for AOA-4o and AOA8.53o with Slat Opened and Closed 
 
(i)   When AOA changed from 8.53o to -4o with slat closed, CL decreased from (39.11@AOA8.53o, FA34o,  
       SA0o) to (34.64@ AOA-4o, FA34o, SA0o, while CD increased from 1.17 to 2.63. The lower the AOA, the  
       lower is CL and larger is CD, both of which are favourable for landing.  
(ii)  The effect of opening the slat can be seen at both AOA in 2D analysis. At AOA8.53o when slat is opened,  
       CL decreased from 39.11 to 28.11 and CD increased from 1.17 to 1.25. At AOA -4o, when slat is opened,  
       CL decreased from 34.64 to 22.9. 
(iii) To determine the effect of slat opening from 3D analysis, an additional analysis (#20) with AOA8.53o, slat  
       closed and flap 34o below is conducted which gave CL (345.70@AOA8.53o, FA34o, SA0o) and CD   
       (37.13@AOA8.53o, FA34o, SA0o).  
(iv) In 3D analysis, when slat is opened, CL increased from 345.70 to 492.32, and CD is also increased from   
       37.13 to 37.20.  Thus opening slat reduces lift and hence during landing slat should be opened. 
 

5.3 Spoiler Analysis & Conclusions 
 
 Thus far, at landing the lift coefficient is still positive. To destroy lift, spoilers, which are like raised 
up flat plates, are typically employed in the aircrafts during landing. To determine the effect of spoiler on flow, 
in this work, CFD analysis is done with flap raised up, instead of creating a new spoiler and still keeping the 
flap below. Thus when flap is used as spoiler, there is no actual flap in the model. This is done to simplify 
geometry and mesh creation in CFD. 

 
5.3.1 2D Analysis 
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 Analysis (#27) is conducted in 2D when flap is raised up -34o (negative flap angle) to simulate a 
spoiler, which gave a CL (-15.65@AOA8.53o, FA-34o, SA16o) and CD of 4.38. When flap is used as spoiler, CL 
is negative (-15.65) and CD is much higher. CD has raised from 1.25 when flap is down to 4.38 when flap is up. 

 
5.3.2 3D Analysis 
 
 Analysis (#21) is conducted in 3D by raising flap up to -38o with slat open which gave CL (-838.58 
@AOA8.53o, FA-38o, SA16o) and CD of 105.06. CL decreased from +492.32@AOA 8.53o, FA34o, SA16o to -
838.58@ AOA 8.53o, FA-38o, SA16o, and CD increased from 37.20 to 105.06. Thus CL has become highly 
negative and CD is much higher with flap as spoiler as required during landing. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
1) When flap is lowered, it increases the effective angle of attack and generates increased lift. The effect of flap  
     on the CL curve is to offset it in vertical direction. Lowering flap reduces critical angle of attack. 
2) The effect of slat is to increase the critical angle of attack. Thus an aircraft with slat can takeoff at very high  
     AOA without loosing lift. 
3) During landing, opening slat reduces lift and hence slat should be opened. 
4) When spoiler is used, lift becomes highly negative and drag becomes large which is desirable in landing. 
 

7. Future Work 
 
1) There are certain differences in trends between 2D and 3D results. These are 
 1.1) In takeoff, lowering flap reduced critical angle of attack by 10o in 2D analysis whereas by 15o in 
 3D analysis. 
 1.2) In takeoff, opening slat increased critical angle of attack by 20o in 2D analysis whereas by 5o in 
 3D analysis. 
 1.3) In takeoff, comparing slat open vs. closed, at lower AOA, slat open produced lower CL than slat 
 closed in 2D, whereas in 3D slat open produced higher CL at all AOA.  
 1.4) In landing, in 2D when slat is opened, CL is lesser compared to when slat is  closed at both AOA 
 (8.53o & -4o). Whereas in 3D, when slat is opened, CL is higher compared to when slat is closed. 
These discrepancies need to be further investigated. 
2)  A380 uses double fowler flaps whereas in this work only single flap is used. This is to reduce the mesh size 
and the computational time especially for 3D CFD analysis. The effect of double flap instead of single flap on 
lift and drag coefficients could to be checked. 
3)  Optimization of flap angle, flap gap, slat angle, slat gap could be performed. 
4) In this analysis, the effect of elevator which is located behind the wing is not taken into account. A more 
thorough model including the elevator along with the wing could be used in CFD analysis. 
5) In this work largest payload civilian aircraft which is A380’s high-lift generation devices are analysed. But 
similar CFD analysis on the largest payload military aircraft’s high lift generation devices needs to be 
analyzed. 
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